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Sensory and consumer science isa broad field, comprising research in food, drinks, personal careproducts, tobacco,
cleaning agents, etc. Before a product is to belaunched on the market it is often tested by sensory panels.

Panel Performance in Descriptive Analysis Page Content Descriptive analysis utilizes human perceptions
functioning as instrumental measures to quantify the sensory parameters of products. These perceptions reflect
how the panelists respond to the products, including all sensations related to appearance, auditory, smell,
touch, feeling, etc 4 , 7. Sensations are complex processes affected by many different factors. As a result,
individual panelists can perceive and interpret the same stimulus differently 5. Individual scoring effects from
scale and ranges are quite common in descriptive analysis. For example, if one panelist scores the products at
a high intensity levels, but another one evaluates the same products at low intensity levels, a scale effect is
created. In the range effect, some panelists use a greater range of intensities on the scale to rate the products
than others 2. As a result, one or more panelists may commit magnitude or crossover errors; some may fail to
discriminate the products. In practice, all these effects or variations from panelists should be removed or
minimized. Panel performance assessment and monitoring are important practices in descriptive profiling. The
performance panel and individual panelist can be evaluated by their reliability, reproducibility and
discrimination in sensory descriptive tests. Among these requirements, discrimination among the products is
critical since this is often the main goal of descriptive analysis. References 1 Dijksterhuis G. Multivariate data
analysis in sensory and consumer science: Procrustes analysis in sensory research. Multivariate analysis of
data in sensory science. Training is a critical step to obtain reliable product profiles in a real food industry
context. Food Quality and Preference Handling individual differences between assessors in sensory profiling.
Food Quality and Preference 2: Assessing sensory panelist performance using repeatability and reproducibility
measures. Individual difference scaling of taste and smell. Martens, H and H. Modeling difference between
panelists in use of measurement scales.
2: Download [PDF] Statistics For Sensory And Consumer Science Free Online | New Books in Politics
More specifically the focus is on the analysis of the reactions to certain characteristics of food products, which are in the
form of scores given to attributes perceived in the food stimuli; the analyses are multivariate; and the senses are mainly
the senses of smell and taste.

3: Multivariate Data Analysis in Sensory and Consumer Science : Garmt B. Dijksterhuis :
Data sets resulting from sensory and consumer studies can be quite large. A variety of methods of multivariate data
analysis can be very useful in the exploration of the structure that is in such data.

4: Panel Performance in Descriptive Analysis
This book discusses the use of Multivariate Data Analysis to solve problems in sensory and consumer research. More
specifically the focus is on the analysis of the reactions to certain characteristics of food products, which are in the form
of scores given to attributes perceived in the food stimuli; the analyses are multivariate; and the.
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